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late in some way. Such objects in his environment encour-
age the normal development of motor ability.
The Elimination of "Don't." — To remove as far as pos-
sible the things in the environment that call forth "don'ts" is
a negative way of providing for positive learning. If the
mother will for several days write down the reason for every
"don't," she will have a list which will be interesting to
study. She will discover the number of "don'ts" caused by
objects in the room or grounds which might just as well be
removed from the baby's sight or reach. Heavy urns, bowls,
books, bric-a-brac, loose pins and buttons, knives, and forks
are objects which may be removed from the baby's environ-
ment until he has learned to use them properly. She will
discover the number of "don'ts" caused by the baby's being
placed in a position in which he may hurt himself. A stair-
way without a gate, an open window which he can reach,
machines which are running, scalding water, a chair so
placed that he may tip over backwards — these dangerous
situations may be largely eliminated by forethought.
The following is a list of "don'ts" which one mother said
to her nineteen-months-old baT>y during one day:
"Don't throw dollie out of the bed." (One morning the baby
threw her doll and hit her mother on the side of her head.)
"Don't put powder can top in the water/' (The powder can
top was given her to play with during her bath.)
"Don't pull washcloth away from mother." (She thinks that
is a good joke and laughs when mother tries to get it away from
her.)
"Don't upset the water."
"Don't pull bureau cover off."
"Don't pull high chair over on you,"
"Don't touch spoons, knives, and forks." (She likes to go
around "unsetting" the table.)
"Don't slap spoon with food in it.'* (She likes to push the
spoon and spill its contents as she is being fed.)
"Don't put spoon in sister's plate." (She likes to take a
sly dip out of someone else's plate.)
"Don't kick the table." (By kicking against the table she can
push her high chair over backwards.)

